Are you a Survivor?
An environmental game about living on the rocky shore

Introduction

This game is helps people to understand the stresses on animals living on the beach. There is choice involved and a certain amount of luck too. The aim of the game is to survive through to the end without succumbing to a bad end!

Preparation

Laminate the pages with circle on them so they can be thrown on the ground and stood on!
Make up a Survivor disk. This can be a coin or a piece of card or wood that indicates if you survived or perished! A simple disc coloured red on one side and green on the other is OK. Even a bottle top works! A Classier disk with “lucky you survived” and “Sorry you didn’t make it” on the other is good too.
If playing with a big group it helps to have several disks (say 12) so more than one player can be finding out their fate at once.

Playing the game

Explain to the class that they are going to be crabs on the beach. Crabs have legs and can move. They can survive both in water and out of it for quite long periods of time, but surviving can be difficult all the same. As a crab they are a little limited in what they can do but some suggestions are on the laminated cards (Run, Sleep, Hide under a Rock, Find a tide pool, fight, etc.) Substrate needs to be explained, it is a sciency word meaning “what you are standing on”!

Distribute the laminated pages on the ground within a comfortable talking distance.

Take the first card (numbered in top left corner) and read out the scenario to the group eg A flock of seagulls arrive.

The children now must decide what they are going to do eg Run, Hide, Fight etc Give them time to discuss the options amongst themselves and then commit to a choice.

Now read out the corresponding hazard card. If they have chosen a good option they survive, if the have chosen a bad option then the have failed to survive, however they are NOT out of the game, but must remember how many times they have not survived. For those who’s choice might or might not work out for them they must toss the Survivor Disc in the air and as it lands determines their outcome.

The person(s) with the least deaths is the survivor!
Eat
Run
Hide
Under a rock
Go to Sleep
Find a tide Pool
Fight
Dive into the Sea
Dig into the Substrate
Heavy Rain

If you chose:

**Dive into the Sea** you have solved the rain effects but the shallows are full of predators like spotties. Make another choice now or you’ll get eaten!

**Tide Pool** you may be in trouble, because the rain may dilute the salt in the pool causing you to swell up. Toss a survivor disk to see if you survive.

**Digging in the Substrate** is not guaranteed as it may be saturated.

**Hiding under a rock** and **going to sleep** are probably the best options. You must try and conserve body water

For all other choices – toss the coin!
Some food washes in

For eat to count at least some part of your body must be touching the card!

If you chose:

**Eat, well done!** Competition between individuals is often the most intense type of competition there is! Competition doesn’t usually reward the winner, but may kill the loser! You don’t need to be first, but don’t be last!

**Fight** it may work if the other crabs don’t win Toss a survivor disk to see if you survive.

**Hiding under a rock** and **going to sleep** are good options, because you will conserve energy. Remember crabs don’t use much energy not being warm blooded, so food need not be a big issue.

For all other choices – toss the coin!
If you chose:

**Run** you are dead! Seagulls have good eyesight and will pick up movement easily.

**Fighting** is no good you will never beat a gull! You are dead.

**Tide Pool** you may be in trouble, because seagulls can swim. Toss a survivor disk to see if you survive.

**Digging in the Substrate and Hiding under a rock** are probably the best options.

For all other choices – toss the coin!
School kids arrive on the beach

If you chose:

**Run** you are dead! kids have good eyesight and will see movement easily

**Fighting** is no good you will never beat a human child! You are dead.

**Tide Pool** you may be in trouble, because children like tide pools. Toss a survivor disk to see if you survive.

**Digging in the Substrate and Hiding under a rock** are probably the best options.

For all other choices – toss the coin! Hope they don’t try picking you up or you may get dropped. Hope they don’t roll rocks around, because that will squash you. Hope they don’t try and keep you as a pet!
A nearby land slip covers the beach with mud

If you chose:

**Dive into the Sea** you have solved the mud problem, and the predators will be put off by the mud. Good choice!

**Tide Pool** if you can find a tide pool it may be ok. It’s a risk but this time you survive.

**Digging in the Substrate or Hiding under a rock** is no good the mud will clog your gills. You don’t survive!

For all other choices – toss the coin!

How would you cope if machinery was brought onto the beach to clear the mud?
If you chose:

**Hiding under a rock** is a bad move! The rocks will roll around with the waves and squash you. You don’t survive!

**Tide Pool** you may be in trouble, because the waves may explode so hard that you are flung up the shore. Toss a survivor disk to see if you made it.

**Dive into the Sea** is probably the best idea as the predators will be hiding in deeper water too.

For all other choices – toss the coin!
If you chose:

**Dive into the Sea** you have solved the drying effects, but the warm water has attracted stingrays into the shallows. Make another choice now or you’ll get eaten!

**Tide Pool** you may be in trouble, because the sun may concentrate the salt in the pool causing you to lose body water. Toss a survivor disk to see if you survive.

**Digging in the Substrate, Hiding under a rock and going to sleep** are probably the best options. You must try and conserve body water

For all other choices – toss the coin!
Foreign seastars are taking over the beach

These North Pacific seastar has no natural predators in New Zealand. They breed very fast, up to 20 million eggs a year. They eat anything!

You are in trouble! No place is safe, you will probably get eaten!

Whatever your choice – you must toss the survivor disk twice to survive!

Good Luck!

If you see a strange seastar it could be worth reporting it.